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PROCEDURE FOR THE DESIGN AND SELECTION O't THE
HOUSEHOLD LABOR. FOIlCE SURVEY SAMPLE

'I'he household sample that is used by the Puerto Rico
Department of Labor and Human Reso~rces in obtaining information
related to the local labor force, was revised to be in harmony with
1990 population Census.

This revision waS conducted by the Special Economic Studies
Division of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, with the technical.
advise of Dr. Miguel A. valencia, Statistical Consultant for the

Puerto Ilico Depart.ent of Labor and Human Reeources.

'I'he Labbr Force survey, a1eo known a. the Employment and
Unemployment Survey, produce. estimates on aployment, unemployment
and other characteristic. of the population. 'I'he sampling frame
consists of the blocks groups defined by the 1990 CenSDS of
Population and Housing. The stratification criteria, geographical
and economical, remain the same a. in 1980.
S!fIUIFICU'ICIJ

The sevellty eight aunicipalities of Puerto Rico, were grouped
into the following twelve geographical areas:
1.

san Juan Metropolitan .

7•

2.

North East
South East
ponce Metropolitan
South West
Mayaguez Metropolitan

B.

3.
4.
5.
6.

9.

10.
11.
12.

Central West
North West
Arecibo Metropolitan
Borth

CeDtrel Baet
Caguas Met.ropolitan

The aforementioned geographical erea. were subdivided into,
urban end rural zone., as defined by the 1990 Population Cen8us.
Thereaft.er, twenty four strata were established, twelve for each
zone. The odd nUlbers were assigned to t.he urban zone aDd t.he even
numbers to the rural zone.
The above strota were subdivided ):)y econoJllic level.
The
following variables we~e used in the detem1natioD of the economic

indicator:

of owner occupied housing units
of renter occupied housing units
a = Med1an contract rent for renter occupied housing units
V ~ Median value of owner occupied housing units
p =

Q=

Propo~ion
Pr~ortion
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IE • Economic indicator
The following algorithm was establisbed:

( v

IE= P

) +

(lODQ )

Q

(..!L)

( 5 )

The resulting economic indicators were grouped into four
economic levels in the urban areas except in San Juan Metropolitan

area where five levels were ueed.
economic levels were defined.
~.

In the rural areas only

two

.

In order to include in the sample, representation of housing
units built after April 1990, both private and pUblic construction
projects are added periodically to the sampling frlUlle.
The
economic levels for the new private construction projects are
determined as follows:

s . J9M' AgI (S,ny 1)

Housing Units Sale rricLs
Bange" in dollar"

Economic Level

Le.. than 40,000

1

69,999
40,000
70,000
99,999
100,000
149,999
150,000 and over

2
3
4
5

'I,m.

otiMl' Mtt;mpplj,t;ap MM,I
.US••'

C.....

loMa
7"
(Stint a 11); Irtpc:ibo (bray 17),

('tra~.

23)

Housing Units Sale Prices
Range. in dollars

ECOnomic Ley,l

Less than 35,000
35,000 - 59,999
60,000
79,999

1

2
3
4

All Mlaar

M'

80,000 and over

m ••

(Brat. 13, 5, I, 11. 15. l ' aDd 21

Bou,ing 1lAits Sale Prices

RaDges in·dqllars

Economic Lnc1

2
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1

Le•• than 35,000

2

35,000 - 54,999
55,000 - 69,999
70,000 and over

3

4

For the
followings:

public

sector,

the

Economic

Levels

were

the

Economic Level 1
e)

Any conventional, direct purchase or section eight
hou.in; project.

b)

Low

cost,

habitable

'a:naer'.

Home,

seal-built

proje~.

or Basic

Bconomic Level 2
a)

Any housing built project under Lew 10, 72 and 141.

A new constructed housing project is included in the sampling
frame if it has ten or more units.
Several sources supply the
Decessary information in this strat~ maintenance I
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

Permits and RegulatioDs Administration
Puerto Rico Housing Department
puerto Rico Planning Board
Local .Offic8. of the Bureau of Labor Statistics
Private COnstruction CoapaDies
Local Press

pPCIDURI

or

IILBClIOI AID DI'!M

Data used for the BelectioD of the household sample was
obtained from the u. S• Bureau of the Censul through Puerto Rico
Planning Board.
Census divided the Island into sectors (SC),
groups of blocks and blocks wit.hin each county.
The provided
material consisted of:
1.

1990 Census data files S'1'F1A and S'J71B. These filea were
proce.sed, and then offered for each blocks group of each
cen8us aector: the county, ward, sub-ward, place, total

houling units, total occupied housing unita, population
and other important needed information for the selection.

2.

1990 Census CouDtf Block Haps.

It i • • complete set of

_pS to be used 1D the pre8egmenting, 'evment1ng, and
enumeration of the sample.

3.

Other required materials
3
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a.
b.
c.

Topographic maps
Aerial photos
lonin; maps

Census blocks groups were ordered for urban and rural areas,
following the criteria of geographio strata, economic indicaeor
level, county and census tract.
Each group of blocks offer this coded information: countf'
county name, ward, 8ubward, place, census tract, and 'geograpb~c
areas (urban and rural).
For each block group a measure of size was computed and
were accumulated in the resulting sampling frame.

si~es

The measure of size was calculated based on the number of
housing units, takinO as factor an average of , for urbanized areas
and 12 units for the rurals ones. This measure indicates t.he
, number of aepents into which each block group may be divided. The
accumulated size was used in the process of block group smaple
selection.
UWiClJOI

or 'LOCI goprs

Systematic selection with proportional probability to size was
used to obtain the prtmary sample of BG's. A sampling interval of
200 was detenined, considering that a, suple of about 6,000
housing unite would be effective, from a total of 1,191,855 units
enumerated in the 1990 Cansus.
UsiDQ a table of randoa nwabers, II selection number between 1
and 200 "as chosen. 'I'he randoll start. numbers were 21 for urban aDd
199 for rural areas. '1'0 the ini~ially .elected random number a
sampling interval of 200 was added to obtain the second 8election
number. The rest of the selectee! nUmbers were obtained by adding
multiples of 200 to the random start number •
.Example:

21 was chosen as the initial selection number in urban areas.
200 was added to obtain 221, the second selection number .and
added again 200 to obtain 421 a8 the third selection number
and

80

on.

were those with an accwmlated size equal or
higher than the .election number., The first BG selected 1n
the urban areas was 137-1201. It's accumulated size 26, was
equal or higher than 21, the random start. The next BG to be
selected should have an accumulated size of 221 or higher.
The resultant BG wae 137-1211 with an accumulated size of 238.

The !G's selected

4
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This process was continued up to the last BG in the ordered
list for urban areas.
The saae proce8s was used.in the rural area but starting with
the random DuJDber 199.

-apr!.

or BLOW

A block is part of a BG and it is bounded by clearly defined
limits .uch as streets, roads, rivers, et.c. For the selection of
the block (or blocks), the size of the .elected BG is distributed
among the different blocks in proportion to their dwelling units
count. . The blocks are then arrayed in geographical order and the
sizes are added cumulatively.
To find t.he random nlUlber which
designates the selected block, the total size aCCUIlulated up to the
previous BG is substracted from the .election number corresponding
to the selected &G.

P.,1GIIIft11J
Presegmenting involves the procedure of doing an approximate
count of housing units in different parts in which large blocks can
be subdivided. Blocks with less than 100 dwelling units were not
presegmented.
Whenever the number of housing units, counted in the
presegment.ation process, differs considerably from the figure <liven
by the Census, the presegmentation is verified. If the difference
persists • through out. study using .erial photos or zoning maps is
conducted in order to determine if an error of block identification
exists in the census map.

Each selected block, or part of it, ha. to be divided int.o .s
many seQlDeDts as its measure of size inclicate.. A sketch is
prepared for the selected block, or for part of the .elected block
using the information contained in the presegmentBtion.
This
sketch is sent to a local office. A Data Collector visits the area
and Ekes the seQlllentation of the block.
segmentation consist. in counting housing units in a block or

part of the block and. marking tha in the sketch. If the block is
urbanized and the housing units follow a definite pattern within
5
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the block, tben it is enough to mark the housing unit in the sketch
and write down it' S postal number. The segmentation sketch should
includes names of streets ana other references.
If a block is part of a rural area, or a slum area, where
housing units do not follow a definite pattern, then Form GT-4 ie
'filled out and a list of housing units is prepared. The housinq
units are numbered consecutively, starting in the northwest corner
(unless this is found inconvenient due to topographical conditions)
and following a clockwise movement, when it is possible.

Prom each selected block a segment was chosen at random, using
a table of random numbers.
SUBS;ImIOR or

IBGIIIIIJI, ILPeU up Ie

Each segment is enumerated eight times.
It involves two
periods. First, four consecutive enumerations are done, one for
each month. Then, the segment recesses during eight months and is
enumerated four additional taes. Afterward, the segment becomes
inacti"e and is replaced, following the rotation plan. Every ti_
a segment is replaced, two segments are skipped.
A block goes out of the sample and is replaced 'when it has no
more segments to replace the last segment that became inactive.
Rew blocks entering the sample are presegmenteci if large. Small'
blocks or selected'parts of presegmented blocks are sent to local
offices for se9llentation. Thu8, the process is restarted.
A BG goes out of the sample and is replaced after it's last
block has no more segments for replacement. In this case, the BG
that going out is substituted by the next BG within the stratum.
The first block of thi8 new BG is assigned for presegmentiltion (or
segmentation) and the process continue••
'PleJN, IIMltOl.

1•

Hypothetic4~.

segments

Hypothetical segments, without housing units, are formed
whenever there has been a decrease of two thirds or more
in the number of housing units given by the census, as
compared with those found in the presegmentatlon of the
block. This is done to avoid an increase in the variance
6
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of the estimates, caused by excessively small seq.ments.
These segmen~8 will rotate in the sample without housing
units.
2.

SeameAt;. without housing units
Segments without housing units are also created even when
there has been no considerable deereaa..
This will
occur, for example, when regular distribution of housing
unit. in II segment is obstructed by topographical
conditions. Consequently, some segmente will have more
units than the average (6 or 12), while other .egments
will have Done.

3.

Cluster (grQqeiDQ) of BG's
SOlllet1Jaes, to neutralize effects produced by a high
deerea.e in housing unit.,' when boundarie. are not
clearly recognized, or a BG's is without housing units,
two or lIlore adjacent BG are grouped.
Th' .,lection
probability for the resulting cluster il proportional to
the new grouped SG'. added sizes.

4.

Cluster (groyping) of blocks
Black. with very few dwelling unit. or none at all are
grouped together witb adjacent block. to give them
probabilities of selection. Two or more adjacent blocks
can a180 be grouped when land boundaries between them are
Dot easily recognized in the field.

Subsampling 18 done, in order ~o reduce field work, when a
segment is too large (9 or .-ore housing units in an urbanized er••,
or 19 or more in nonurbanized areas). In such cases, a segJllen~ is
divided in two halves and one of them is select:ed at random. After
enderation, cards corresponding ~o these segments were duplicated
so that the weights should be adjusted.

MNIllllllfCB or 'AIRLI
Monthly, a
Sketches of the
presegmentation
dODe at Central

saple of segments enters for the first tille.
blocks are prepared aDd .ent to local offices for
and segmentation. Th8n, selection of segments is
Office.

Meanwhile, Fom GT-7 (Segment AssigDllent Control) i8 prepared.
7
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It includes segments to be enUJllerated in each BUlpl. and the nUlllber
of housing units a.signed in each segment.
RO!fUIOl PW

A rotation plan is established to avoid continuosly visiting

the same housebolds, which· would adversely affect the ,cooperation
of respondents.

The total sample of selected legments was divided into eight
·'rotation groups. Segments originally s.lected constituted samples
404, 405, 406, 407, 408, 409, 410 and 411. Where the first digit
(4) means the year and the la.t two digits the month. Sample 404
corresponds to April 1994. When segments in a rotation group are
substituted by others these are constituded by corresponding group
in samples, and 60 on. Each segment is substituted by the third
following segment in geographical order within the block (two
segments are skipped).
.
Each month, a new rotation' group enters the sample for the
first time and another group returns for a second period of four
months. Housebolds are visited ;l.n four consecutive months. After
eight recess Rqnths, they are vilited in four additioDal months,
then become inactive. See rotation plan included.

8
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openi:loaal ProC*1un to gJ:OdUCtt tile Gleaga:apllic,
lcoa.tc . . . .loeb 81'0•• "poR of C_•• 1"0

ClNSUS

2.
':i.1

-

ellison - Calculate.

the level, economic indicator, aDd size;
asigns econoaic strata, and a180 edits data in
space. for rural and urban zone.

-

3.

Selectl the blocks groups, fro. the origiual data
of the 1990 Census, corre.ponding to level 090.

OSORDBS - Organizes pre-selected data of the block. ~oup.
aDd orders by strata area, economic level,
geooraphic: code, censal sector, block. group, ward,

subvard and place.

4.

llURALBB -

Pracluc.. the rural lilt by strata area aDd blocu

5.

UlBAIOBB - Produces the urban list by strata area and blocks

group.

group.

O,.at:iGDal .na..... to pn4__ tile' -.aiaipa11q- ad 11.0Gb
ko•• RepoR of

ce•••

It'D.

1.

TEST 100 - Select.8 the blocks groups, from the orlgiDal data
of the 1990 C.D8U~, corr.sponding to level 100.

2•

OSOR'l'BB -

3.

lUJRALBBS - Produces the rural lilt J:Jy Il1IDicipality aDd blocks.

- 4.

UlUlUBBS - Produce. the urban list by municipa11ty ad bloCD.

5.

RUlALB81 - PrOduc.. the rur.l li.t by muDicipality aDd blocks
'grouped records.
Tilis list was Uled during the
d.~ aDalyei_ .earching differenc.. bet. .ea block.
group_ records level 0'0 aDd level 100.

6.

tnUWlBBl - Produces the urbaD list br _nicipallty and blocks
grouped recorda. Thi8_ repo~ .... u.ed during tbe
data analysis, eNrohing clifferences be'tW• •D blocks
gtoupa records levels 090 aDd 100.

Organizes pre-select data of the blocks groupe by
municipality, cells.l sector, ward, subward, place,
bloots group aDd block.

Th.,e programs are in our main fr... computer office of the
Department of Labor BuildiDC), six (6) story, library D8IIe:
noL201.1&CA18.COIOL.
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